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This invention relates to multilayer metallic billets, 
method of making such billets and to methods of pro 
ducing composite metal stock therefrom. More partic 
ularly, it concerns multilayer billets, their assembly, and 
production of composite sheets or plates therefrom com 
posed of aluminum and aluminum alloys or of two or 
more different aluminum alloys. 

In the past, it has been the custom in the production 
of composite or clad stock to assemble the composite 
billets of different metals prior to rolling by attaching 
plates or liners of one metal to ingots of the other metal 
by wire or bands of steel or other suitable metal. This 
wire, which held the assembly together during preheating 
and placement on the mill, then had to be removed 
after the ingot was laid on the entry end of the rolling 
mill and prior to performing the so-called sticking or 
bonding passes. In many cases, the liners would slip 
while being transported by crane to and from the pre 
heating baskets which are used for holding the ingots 
while in the soaking pits. The liners also had a tendency 
to slip when being laid on the rolling mill table, or upon 
rolling. Slippage of the liners caused the small fusion 
welds formed between the ingot and liner during soaking 
to break. Also, slippage of the liners necessitated a re 
positioning operation resulting in a drop in liner temper 
ature which tended to cause improper bonding of the 
liner to the ingot during the sticking or bonding passes. 
Moreover, the liner often slipped out of position on roll 
ing, and spread across the width of the ingot such that it 
either overhung the ingot edges or fell short thereof. 
After the liner has spread across the width of the ingot 
by rolling the ingot and liner broadside, as is generally 
the case, the ingot is rolled lengthwise through the mill. 
At this stage the ingot edges are also rolled by edge 
rolls. Ef the liners overhang the edge of the ingot, the 
overhanging metal is bent, or ripped, and may be bent 
onto the ingot surface. This piece of metal when rolled 
into the ingot surface will usually cause a considerable 
amount of finished products to be rejected. Also, where 
the liner, upon rolling, fails to cover the ingot Surface 
due to slipping, the composite stock is rejected due to 
"bare metal', that is, exposure to core metal. Loss of the 
composite stock by rejection also occurs, particularly with 
ingot clad with thin liner stock, due to excessive "blister 
ing' of the liner caused by wrinkling of the liner on the 
sticking passes. The breakage of the fusion welds formed 
during preheating due to liner slippage and the consequent 
temperature drop in the liner due to the necessity of re 
positioning the liner appears to be the primary cause of 
this blistering. 
Welding of liner stock to ingots has been attempted in 

the prior art, but it has not been applied in a successful 
manner such that upon rolling the liner neither falls 
short of the ingot edges or overhangs the edges. On 
the contrary, in some instances, the prior art teaches the 
liner should overlap the edges of the ingot before the 
composite billet is even rolled. This results in a high 
scrap loss, rendering the method uneconomical. Further, 
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in the prior art it was believed necessary to weld com. 
pletely around the periphery of the billet. This is un 
desirable and costly since the nature of the liner or 
cladding metal is normally such that on rolling it flows to 
a considerable extent over the scalped ingot surface with 
the result that air is trapped between the cladding and 
core, thereby producing a blister near the exit end or edge 
of the composite billet as it passes through the rolls. 
Also, applicant is unaware of any teaching of the appli 
cation of welding liners to ingots, where the liners and 
core metal are composed of light metals, particularly 
aluminum and magnesium and their alloys, probably due 
to difficulties inherent in this application of welding to 
such light metals. 

Accordingly, one object of this invention is to provide 
a novel method for making composite sheets or plates 
from a plurality of layers of metals in which at least two 
of said layers are of different thicknesses, whereby loss 
due to rolling in of overhung metal, blistering, and un 
clad core metal is minimized while at the same time in 
suring an efficient and lower cost welding. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a novel 
method for making a composite sheet of aluminum and 
aluminum alloys or of different aluminum alloys where 
by a considerable reduction in loss from rolled in metal, 
biistering and unclad core metal is realized, where the 
cost of welding the ingot and liner together prior to roll 
ing is minimized, and where a superior bond is obtained. 
A more specific object of this invention is to make a 

bimetallic billet comprising a core and at least one 
cladding layer of metals in which each cladding layer is 
on the order of from about 1-20% of the thickness. of 
the composite billet and the nature of the cladding layer 
is such that upon rolling said cladding layer spreads con 
siderably relative to said core, whereby the thicker core 
layer of metal projects beyond the thinner layer or layers 
of cladding metal, so that on subsequent rolling the 
thinner layer or layers spread across the core such that 
there is proper bonding of the thinner layer or layers to 
the core layer and such that there is substantially no 
over-lapping of the core by the cladding and the resulting 
composite sheet or plate exhibits substantially no bare 
or unclad core metal thereby reducing scrapping loss in 
the manufacture of composite sheet from such billets. 

Another object of this invention is to make a billet as 
described above whereby the cladding liners are positively 
positioned on the core by means of welds against the face 
or faces of the thicker layer, and in particular where 
the cost of such welding is reduced by utilizing a series 
of spaced tack welds along that edge of the composite 
billet which enters the mill rolls first with one tack weld 
applied along each of the two edges which are at 90° to 
the entry edge and positioned relatively close to the 
entry edge such that the major portion of the cladding is 
free to spread across the core providing a secure bond 
without any blistering. 
Another object of this invention is to produce a billet 

as described above from light metals and their alloys. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 

come more apparent from the following description and 
accompanying drawings. 
The method of making the composite sheet of the pres 

ent invention, the novel bimetallic billet used in such 
method, and the method of making said billet overcome 
the disadvantages of the prior art and accomplish the 
above objects. This invention comprises the use of a billet 
made up of a plurality of layers of metals in which at 
least two of said layers are of different thicknesses. The 
thinner layer or layers of said billet are positively posi 
tioned on the thicker layer so that the edges of the latter 
extend beyond the liner edges, the greater extension being 
on the longitudinal side opposite that side which first 
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enters the rolls. The extension of the ingot surface beyond 
the liner edge is so dimensioned that upon rolling the ingot 
broadside or transversely in the sticking or bonding passes, 
the liner will spread across the width of the thicker layer 
without either falling short of the edge or overhanging it. 
The dimension of the ingot extension is readily determined 
by the relative thickness and width of the ingot and the 
thickness of the liner, and the respective extensibility or 
elongation coefficients. Only a nominal amount of trial 
and error experimentation is necessary to determine the 
proper dimensions of the ingot and liner in any given case. 
The thinner layer or layers are held in this position by 
welds, preferably tack welds. This welding provides a 
positive positioning of the thinner layer or layers of metal 
upon the thicker layer such that there is no longer any 
danger of slippage with the ultimate result of having over 
hanging metal which may be bent under the ingot surface 
or bare core metal, thereby necessitating scrapping of the 
metal. 
By the use of an inert gas shielded welding process, 

definitely superior welds are produced since a flux need 
not be employed. The flux would be corrosive to alu 
minum and would require that the welds be wire brushed 
and washed immediately after welding. This would be 
a difficult process, for the liner ingot interface adjacent 
to the weld would act as a trap for the flux. The use of 
the inert gas shielded welding process results in such 
Satisfactory welds that tack welds may be employed only 
on that side or edge of the inner layer or layers, which 
first enter the rolls and, where desired, welds may be ap 
plied on the two sides or edges connected by the first 
mentioned side but being positioned relatively close to 
this side, in lieu of welding around the entire periphery 
of the composite billet, thereby effecting considerable 
savings in the cost of welding. Further, such welds allow 
the major portion of the liner which is unattached to 
move or spread out over the core surface during the roll 
ing operation, thereby achieving good bonding of the 
layers of metal without blistering or wrinkling as would 
be the case with a weld completely around or on both 
sides of the billet. 

In the accompanying drawing I have shown a present 
preferred embodiment of the invention and have illus 
trated a present preferred method of practicing the same 
along with an example of the prior art showing the disad 
vantages of same which are encountered in many in 
stances. In this preferred embodiment, the thicker layer 
or core is an ingot of one aluminum alloy, while the 
thinner layer is a plate or liner of a different aluminum 
alloy, and they will be referred to as such in the detailed 
description. 

In the drawing: 
Figure 1 is an isometric view of a bimetallic billet show 

ing the position of the liner with respect to the ingot; 
Figure 2 is a transverse cross-section of the billet prior 

to rolling; 
Figure 3 is a cross-section of the billet after the initial 

rolling passes and prior to rolling endwise through the mill 
accompanied by edge rolling; 

Figure 4 is a cross-section similar to Figure 3 of a billet 
upon which the liner has slipped due to the lack of posi 
tive positioning resulting from the prior art methods, 
whereby the liner overhangs the edge of the ingot prior 
to rolling endwise through the mill accompanied by edge 
rolling; and 

Figure 5 is similar to Figure 4 but shows the result of 
slipping where the liner falls short of the edge of the ingot 
after the initial rolling passes and prior to rolling endwise 
through the mill. 

Referring now more particularly to the drawing, the 
composite billet shown comprises an ingot 1 with a single 
liner 2, the liner being 1-20% of the thickness of the com 
posite billet. The width of the ingot is substantially 
greater than the liner. The liner is placed upon the ingot 
in such a position that when the billet is passed through 
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4. 
the rollers, the liner will spread across the width of the 
ingot such that it neither overlaps the ingot as illustrated 
in Figure 4, nor falls short of it as illustrated by Figure 
5, but instead is even with the edge of the ingot as illus 
trated by Figure 3. The liner is positively positioned on 
the ingot by means of fillet welds 3 joining the edge of 
the liner to the outer face of the ingot, said welds being 
tack welds. As shown in Figure 1, the ingot liner assem 
bly is provided with three welds on the liner edge which 
enters the mill first and also one weld is applied at either 
end of the liner relatively close to the side which enters 
the mill first. These welds may be on the order of from 
1 to 4 inches in length or over depending upon the weight 
of the liner. The length and number of welds used in 
any given case should be sufficient not only for securely 
attaching the liner to the core but to insure attachment of 
the liner when the ingot is stood on end during the pre 
heating operation. In such case, the welds necessarily 
have to be sufficient to support the full weight of the liners. 
In welding the liner to the ingot, it is the preferred prac 
tice to employ an inert gas shielded arc method of the 
type fully described by Patent 2,504,868, or any other 
welding method or welding light metals wherein no flux 
is employed. 

It should be pointed out that this invention is not 
limited to the use of a single liner on one side of the 
ingot, but instead two liners on opposite sides of the 
ingot is within the scope of this invention. Moreover, 
in cases where liners are provided on both sides of the 
ingot, the chemical compositions of the liners may be 
the same or different. 

I will now proceed to describe a specific example of 
my method for making a composite sheet of two different 
aluminum alloys. An ingot of 75 S aluminum alloy 
(0.15% Si-0.35% Fe-2.5% Mg-0.1% Mn-1.75% 
Cu-0.2% Cr-5.75% Zn-balance Al) measuring 10' 
by 39' by 106' was preheated for 35 hours at 900' F., 
after which it was cooled for 4 hour with the lid of the 
soaking pit removed. The temperature was then cut 
back to 800 F. and held there for 8 hours. The ingot 
was then scalped from 10' by 39' by 106'' to 9' by 39' 
by 106', after which it was clad with a liner stock of 
72 S aluminum alloy (1.0% Zn-0.05% Cu-0.05% 
Mn-Fe-Si 0.5% max.-balance A) measuring .465' 
by 30%' by 102', said liners being positioned by tack 
welds employing an inert gas shielded arc method as pre 
viously described. 
The liner was positioned upon the ingot surface. Such 

that the liner edge which would enter the mill first was 
spaced about 1' away from the corresponding edge of 
the ingot. The opposite side or edge of the liner was 
spaced about 7%' from the corresponding ingot edge 
while the ends of the liner were spaced about 2' in from 
the ends of the ingot. The welds on the side and ends 
of the liner were approximately 2' in length. All the 
welds were made with a 342' aluminum alloy weld filler 
rod containing 7.5% Si-0.4% Fe-0.05% Cu.-balance 
Al. 

In the welding of the liners to the ingots, it has been 
found desirable in most instances to place the welds on 
the ingot surface such that they are not made in the 
liquated zone, that is, the zone which comprises the skin 
of the ingot wherein high alloy content is present. Welds 
made on this outer skin portion have a tendency to be 
weak. Generally, however, the scalping operation re 
moves all or substantially all of the liquation zone on 
the ingot surface so that this problem is not present. 
The composite billet was then preheated to 950 F. for 

14 hours, after, which the temperature was cut back to 
840 F. and held for 7 hours before rolling. This com 
posite billet was then rolled in a 120' wide 4-high re 
versing hot-mill at a temperature of 700 F. to 775 F., 
several sticking passes being carefully made using a re 
duction of one liner thickness on each of the first two 
sticking passes. The composite billet was initially rolled 
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broadside with the long side of the billet having the three 
2' long tack welds entering the rolls first, the liner having 
been positioned on the billet such that upon the comple 
tion of these passes the liner spread across the width of 
the billet, such that the liner neither over-rung the edge 
of the billet or fell short of it. The billet was then 
turned and passed through the rollers endwise, the billet 
being given several edge rolling passes during the length 
ening passes. 
Although the above example illustrates the case where 

one of the long side edges of the billet enters the mill 
first, there are instances where the long side does not 
form the entry edge into the mill. In such a case, the 
edge of the liner on one end is welded to the end edge 
of the ingot, and the composite billet is passed through 
the mill in a lengthwise direction with no broadside 
operation being performed. 

In production run of 42 clad ingots which was made 
using ingots of 75 S aluminum alloy as above set forth 
and which were clad using welding equipment employ 
ing the method of Patent 2,504,868 for making the welds, 
the positions and length of the welds and the positioning 
of the liner was as above described. These 42 ingots all 
rolled well on the 120' hot mill without any serious 
effect which could be attributed to the positioning of the 
liners on the ingot. 
As another example of the application of the method of 

the instant invention, a production run was made of 
fourteen 75S ingots clad with 72S alloy liners being .165' 
thick by 32' wide, the remaining dimensions of the 
liners, those of the ingot, and the heat treatment and 
rolling procedure being the same as in the first example 
discussed hereinbefore with the exception that the 
side of the liner opposite that side which enters the mill 
first was spaced about 6' from the corresponding ingot 
edge. These clad ingots were rolled down to .25' by 
48' by 252' with good results. 
The principal causes of defective ingots which must 

be scrapped attributable to the method of positioning the 
liners on the ingots, are blistering or incomplete bonding 
of the liner to the ingot, and bare metal caused by failure 
of the liner to spread completely across the face of the 
ingot. Comparative tests were made whereby the per 
centage losses upon inspection due to these causes, be 
tween liners positioned by welding and liners positioned 
by wiring were made. The results of these tests are 
shown in the following table: 

A comparison of welded liners and wired liners 

Percent 
Percent Percent Total Loss 

Gross Loss Loss Bond 
Weight Bond Bare Blisters 

Blisters Metal and Bare 
Metal 

Weided Liners------------- 272,200 . 40 39 .79 
Wired Liners-------------- 570, 400 .70 86 1.56 

From the above table it can be seen that the use of 
welded liners has approximately halved the percentage of 
losses attributable to the method of positioning the liner 
upon the ingot. 

Although the examples set forth above are directed to 
aluminum alloys, it is to be understood that the instant 
invention is eminently suited for producing composite 
metal stock from magnesium and magnesium alloys as 
well as from other light metals. 
While I have shown and described a present preferred 

embodiment of the invention, it is to be distinctly under 
stood that the invention is not limited thereto but may 
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otherwise be variously embodied within the scope of the 
following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of making multi-layer metal assemblies 

for rolling from a plurality of layers of metals of dif 
ferent composition wherein at least two of said layers are 
of substantially different thicknesses and the nature of the 
thinner layer of metal is such that upon rolling the said 
thinner layer spreads considerably relative to the thicker 
layer comprising the steps of assembling said layers of 
metals whereby the thicker layer of metal extends be 
yond the thinner layer of metal, said layers being super 
posed, joining the thinner layer of metal to the face of 
the thicker layer by tack welds along that edge of the 
composite billet which enters the mill rolls first with one 
tack weld applied along the two edges which are 90 de 
grees to the entry edge and positioned adjacent thereto 
such that the major portion of the thinner layer is un 
attached to the thicker layer and is free to spread over 
the surface of the thicker layer. 

2. The method of claim 1 whereby the metals employed 
are magnesium metals. 

3. The method of claim 1 whereby the metals employed 
are aluminum metals. 

4. A method of making composite sheet and plate 
from a plurality of layers of metals of different composi 
tion wherein at least two of said layers of metals are of 
substantially different thicknesses and the nature of the 
thinner layer is such that upon rolling the said thinner 
layer spreads considerably relative to said thicker layer 
comprising the steps of forming a multi-layer metal as 
sembly by assembling said plurality of layers of metals 
whereby the thicker layer of metal extends beyond the 
thinner layer of metal, said layers being Superposed, join 
ing the thinner layer of metal to the face of the thicker 
layer by tack welds applied along that edge of the com 
posite billet which enters the mill rolls first with one 
tack weld applied along each of the two edges which are 
at 90 degrees to the entry edge and positioned adjacent 
said edge such that the major portion of the thinner layer 
is unattached to the thicker layer and is free to spread 
out over the surface of the thicker layer, and rolling said 
assembly until a sheet of the desired thickness is pro 
duced. 
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